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• At the heart of this rebrand was an effort to find a new name to better represent all the people and 
communities we serve. Removing any reference to a location in our name allows us to better represent every 
person and community in our service area. 

• Our homeless response system has undergone massive transformation; with increased collaboration, 
alignment of homeless response goals, and a renewed focus on rehousing our neighbors more effectively, we 
are housing more people faster than ever. Our new name represents a system working with forward momentum 
to house our neighbors quicker and more effectively.

• The All Neighbors Coalition comprises more than 100 partner organizations across Dallas and Collin Counties 
that provide resources and support directly to individuals, Veterans, youth, and families experiencing 
homelessness.

• Housing Forward, supporting the All Neighbors Coalition, will have an inclusive, informative, and strategic 
approach to messaging that honors the humanity of those experiencing homelessness, advocates for the issue 
of solving homelessness, and invites others to learn more and take action.

REBRAND: WE ARE HOUSING FORWARD
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Metro Dallas Homeless Alliance (MDHA) has completed a total rebrand. Effective today, MDHA is 
known as Housing Forward and our Continuum of Care will no longer be The Homeless 
Collaborative of Dallas and Collin Counties but will be known as the All Neighbors Coalition.



CURRENT STATE OF HOMELESSNESS
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Black households are enrolled and housed at higher rates than other groups
• Making up 76 % of those housed but 54 % of the total homeless population

Closing the gap on length of time homeless
• Disparities in housing search time continue, but the gap between Black households and the overall population is 

narrowing
• Black households are in housing search for 96 days, compared to 94 days for overall population, 87 days for White 

households
• Case Managers/Clients report bias landlords and screening criteria

Housing Location Team, leaning-in to minimize desperate impacts
• Pre-negotiating units, working with Case Managers to liaise with landlords on behalf of clients



ENCAMPMENT DECOMMISSIONING
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• Cross-System Partnerships
• Active engagement and outreach
• Coordinated, dedicated, and responsive rehousing system
• Housing Unit Location
• Closure maintenance

Bringing together partners with a common mission to end homelessness and resolve public health risks with a 
focus on rehousing.



ENCAMPMENT DECOMMISSIONING
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KEYS TO SUCCESS
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SYSTEM TO EFFECTIVELY END HOMELESSNESS AMONG VETERANS
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Housed 1,448 Veterans since launching in 2019

• Electronic System to Identify All Veterans Entering the Homelessness Response System
• Provide Sufficient Interventions for all Veterans Entering the Homelessness Response System
• Resolve Homelessness within 90 Days, on average, of Entering the Homelessness Response System

Next Steps:
• Now begin a substantial process to thoroughly scrub and validate our data with the United States Interagency 

Council on Homelessness (USICH) and receive an official declaration.



WHAT’S NEXT
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Transformation In Action


